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1.1 Design of Experiments

Why perform Design of Experiments (DOE)? There are at least two reasons:

1. To do more efficient data gathering

2. To infer causality

By efficiency, we mean reducing the variance of some estimate V (β̂) (say from regression)
for some fixed number of samples n. For inferring causality, note that a regression by itself
is ’passive’ – it only allows us to learn some correlation.1 The best way to get at causality
in a reliable way is to design an experiment.

Definition 1. An experiment is a purposeful setting of input variables with observations of
corresponding output variable(s). This may include (purposeful) randomization of the input
variables.

Definition 2. A controlled experiment is an experiment which changes only one variable,
in order to isolate the result. Note that this also includes (purposeful) randomization.

Example: (Ch1. of Modern Experimental Design) A math teacher has many students
in their class (40), and is considering a new approach for teaching math concepts. In order
to test this new technique, they are considering splitting the class to compare the old and
new approaches. Suppose there are an equal number of male and female students, and the
teacher has settled on performing an even split of 20 students under the old approach, and
20 under the new method. There are at least 3 ways to perform this split:

1. Split by gender (20 boys and 20 girls)

2. Split randomly

3. Block the students by gender, then randomly assign

Approach (1) is a terrible idea, as it introduces a confounding factor (aka lurking vari-
able); the performance difference between the groups could be attributed to either the teach-
ing method, or the gender of the students. Approach (2) is better, but may still suffer from
the confound if the gender ratios are not equal. Approach (3) guarantees an equal ratio in
both groups; it is the best of these options.

1There are some cases where regression without a designed experiment can still infer causality. This is
not the case for arbitrary experiments, though.
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1.2 Paired Data

Example: (Shoe sole robustness) A group of experimenters want to quantify the robustness
of two different types of shoe soles; A and B versions. To this end, they study 10 kids, and
assign them specially made shoes with a different sole for each foot. They randomly assign
subjects to have an A left sole and B right sole or vise-versa, and measure the wear on each
sole after a set period of time. The results are shown in Figure 1.1

Figure 1.1. Example paired data; on average A is more robust than B. This is most clear from the paired
data, but less clear from the estimated densities, which hide the pairwise nature of the data.

Note that from considering the pairwise differences, it is clear that A is more robust than
B. This is less clear from the distributions, where we ignore the pairwise nature of the data.
This suggests that a pairwise test will have more power, an idea which can be made rigorous
by comparing the two statistical tests.

1.2.1 Unpaired t-test

Given two random variables X N(µX , σ
2) and Y N(µY , σ

2), suppose we have measurements
x1, . . . , xm and y1, . . . , yn. We define a t-statistic

t =
x̄− ȳ

s
√

1/m+ 1/n
, (1.1)

where x̄ =
∑m

i=1 xi/m, ȳ =
∑n

i=1 yi/n, and s2 =
∑n

i=1(xi−x̄)2+
∑m

i=1(yi−ȳ)2

m+n−2
. In this case, we

have t ∼ tn+m−2 with a null hypothesis of x̄ = ȳ.
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1.2.2 Paired t-test

Given two random variables X, Y whose difference D = X − Y is normally distributed
D N(∆, σ2), suppose we have data pairs (xi, yi) for i = 1, . . . , n, and define di = xi− yi. We
define a t-statistic

t =
d̄

sD
, (1.2)

where d̄ =
∑n

i=1 di/n and s2
D =

∑n
i=1(di − d̄)2/(n − 1). In this case, we have t ∼ tn−1

with a null hypothesis of d = 0.
Comparing Equations 1.1 and 1.2, we see that their numerators are identical, while their

denominators (variance estimates) are not. Since we reject the null hypothesis when t is
large, the smaller the variance estimate the easier it is to reject (a large variance suppresses
the numerator). Note that in the unpaired case, we add together the contributions from X
and Y , while in the paired case we consider only the differences; thus sD ≤ s.2

1.3 Normal Theory via One-way ANOVA

Suppose we have Yij ∼ (µi, σ
2) for i = 1, . . . , K; j = 1, . . . , ni, with N =

∑K
i=1 ni. We use

the model Yij = µ + αi + εij, where the effects αi sum to zero; i.e.
∑k

i=1 αi = 0. We may
test the null hypothesis µi = · · · = µk by using the −2 log likelihood3

1

σ2

k∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

(Ȳi· − Ȳ··)2, (1.3)

which is asymptotically (n→∞) distributed as a χ2 variable. However, we may apply a
different test for finite n – this leads to the ANOVA F-test.

1.3.1 One-way ANOVA Identity and Test

With the model above, we have

K∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

(Yij − Ȳ··)2 =
K∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

(Yij − Ȳi·)2 +
K∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

(Ȳi· − Ȳ··)2,

SStotal = SSerror + SStreatment.
4

(1.4)

To test the null hypothesis defined above, we define the following F-statistic

F =
1

K−1
SStreatment

1
N−KSSerror

, (1.5)

2Note that this argument breaks down if X,Y are independent.
3What does this terminology mean?
4Note that SSerror is sometimes called SSwithin, and SStreatment is aka SSbetween.
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which is distributed according to F ∼ FK−1,N−K .
Under an alternative hypothesis HA with fixed αi, one can show that

E(SStreatment) =
K∑
i=1

niE((Ȳi· − Ȳ··)2),

=
K∑
i=1

niα
2
i + (K − 1)σ2,

E(SSerror) = (N −K)σ2,

(1.6)

and our F statistic defined above is distributed according to a non-central F ′ distribution
F ∼ F ′K−1,N−K( 1

σ2

∑K
i=1 niα

2
i ).

1.3.2 ANOVA Table

When computing an ANOVA via standard statistical software (e.g. R), a table similar to
the following will be produced. Table 1.3.2 labels the entries of such a table.

Source df SS MS F
Treatment K − 1 SStreatment SStreatment/(K − 1) MStreatment/MSerror
Error N −K SSerror SSerror/(N −K)
Total N − 1 SStotal

1.4 Post-hoc Analysis of ANOVA Results

An ANOVA can only detect if a difference between treatments exists; further/different anal-
ysis is required to determine which treatments differ. There are various methods to test for
these differences. 5

1.4.1 Pairwise t-tests

If there are k treatments, then there are
(
K
2

)
pairwise t-tests to perform; with null hypotheses

αi−αj = 0. However, a blind testing of each possible pairwise test will yield a large number
of false discoveries; supposing a type 1 error rate of α, we expect to see α

(
K
2

)
false positives.

1.4.2 Bonferroni

To solve the false discovery issue of pairwise testing, the Bonferroni correction enforces a
significance level of α′ = α/

(
K
2

)
, where α is the overall desired significance level. This is a

(very) conservative approach.

5Note that here we are performing sequential tests; i.e. we choose to perform further statistical tests
based on the results of an initial test. It can be difficult to analyze the statistical effects of this sequential
procedure.
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1.4.3 Scheffé

The Scheffe test (apparently?) builds simultaneous confidence intervals for contrasts. It is
intended to solve the pairwise issue noted above.

1.4.4 Benjamini-Hochberg Procedure

The Benjamini-Hochberg procedure is intended to control the false discovery rate (FDR) at
some specified level. This is in contrast with the Bonferroni approach, which controls the
probability of making at least one false discovery. Thus, this is a less conservative approach
than Bonferroni.
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